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Abstract 
We apply graph theory to find upper and lower bounds on the channel capacity of a serial, 
binary, rewritable medium in which consecutive locations may not store l’s, and consecutive 
locations may not be altered during a single rewriting pass. If the true capacity is close to the 
upper bound, then a trivial code is nearly optimal. 
1. Introduction 
A serial, binary (0,l) memory is said to be read isolated if no two consecutive 
positions may store l’s; it is said to be write isolated if no two consecutive positions 
may be changed during rewriting. A read/write isolated memory (RWIM) is a binary, 
linearly ordered, rewritable storage medium obeying both restrictions. 
1.1. Origin of the problem 
The first restriction alone, no consecutive l’s, is typical of magnetic recording and 
has recurred in optical recording. The problem was first studied by Freiman and 
Wyner [3], and a subcase by Kautz [4]; they showed that the capacity was 
0.694... = log, C#J bits per symbol, where 4 is the larger characteristic root of the 
Fibonacci recurrence. The second restriction, no consecutive changes during rewrit- 
ing, has arisen more recently in the context of bar codes [SJ and rewritable optical 
discs [l], where again the capacity turns out to be log, 4. In this paper we consider the 
conjunction of these two restrictions. We compute some bounds on the channel 
capacity, discuss their relation to state-dependent encoding, and mention one simple 
code whose rate is surprisingly close to the upper bound. 
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1.2. Capacity 
The set of all permissible binary memory configurations can be considered to be 
a channel alphabet; for each alphabet symbol, the rewriting restrictions dictate which 
symbols may succeed it. In this way the rewritable memory can be viewed over its 
lifetime as a noiseless communication channel, and a channel capacity, measured in 
bits per character, can be defined [l, 71. Let k be the size of the memory in binary 
symbols, let Y be the lifetime of the memory in rewrite cycles, and let N(k, r) be the 
number of distinct sequences of r characters. Then the capacity of the memory, in bits 
per rewrite, is defined to be [6] 
Ck = Vl\ma i log, N(k, r) 
and the capacity of the read/write isolated medium, in bits per symbol per rewrite, is 
defined to be 
By observing that N(k, r) is the number of distinct paths through a channel graph that 
describes permissible transitions among characters, Shannon showed in [6] that 
Ck = log, &, where & is the largest (real) eigenvalue of the channel graph or of its 
associated adjacency matrix, and proved that capacity is an upper bound on the rate 
achievable by any coding scheme. The purpose of this paper is to derive expressions 
for the capacities Ck and thus to bound C. 
I .3. Coding 
The constructive coding problem for rewritable memory has four variants [7], 
according to whether the encoder and decoder, respectively, are aware or not aware of 
the previous memory configuration. Awareness in this sense corresponds to the 
special case of state-dependent encoding or decoding [S] in which the state of the 
system is identified with just the previous configuration. The case of greatest practical 
interest is encoder aware, decoder unaware, because the write mechanism can usually 
preview the memory before or during a write pass, while the read mechanism usually 
cannot. Shannon’s capacity definition assumes unbounded message length (here an 
unbounded number of rewrite cycles), which would correspond to the situation in 
which both encoder and decoder are aware not only of the previous configuration, but 
of all previous and future configurations. As such, it gives an upper bound on code 
rates for all four cases of awareness as described above. Notice that in all four cases of 
awareness, a code rate of 0.5 bits/symbol is constructively achieved by fixing alternate 
memory positions at 0 and freely writing and rewriting binary data in the nonfixed 
positions. 
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2. Adjacency matrix 
We now describe the channel-adjacency matrix for read/write-inhibited memory. 
Let the size of the memory be k binary symbols, so that each character in the channel 
alphabet is a binary k-tuple. Define a k-tuple to be proper if it has no consecutive l’s; it 
is well known that there are fk + 2 proper k-tuples, where the fk form the Fibonacci 
sequence. Allowable successions between proper k-tuples are described by the sym- 
metric binary adjacency matrix Ak, whose rows and columns are labeled by proper 
k-tuples in lexicographic order, and whose (i,j)th entry, 0 < i, j < fk + 2 is 1 if and only 
if the ith and jth proper k-tuple differ in no consecutive positions. Al, AZ, A3 and A4 
are shown in Fig. 1. 
A proper k-tuple beginning with 0 may be rewritten to another proper k-tuple 
beginning with 0 by altering the k - 1 remaining positions in any way not involving 
consecutive positions; so the proper k-tuples beginning with 0 have adjacency matrix 
Ak_ 1. A k-tuple beginning with 10 may be rewritten to another k-tuple beginning with 
10 only by altering k - 2 positions in a way not involving consecutive positions; so the 
proper k-tuples beginning with 10 have adjacency matrix A,_,. Likewise, a k-tuple 
beginning with 0 may be rewritten to a k-tuple beginning with 10 (or vice versa) only if 
the changes are restricted to k - 2 positions. Thus the adjacency matrix Ak can be 
expressed recursively. Define ,& to be A, filled out below with O’s to make its 
dimensions,f, + 3 x fk+2, and let T denote transpose. Then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. The adjacency matrix of a k-symbol read/write-isolated memory is given by: 
A,, = Cll, A, = [) ;I, A,‘= [;::-: ;:;:]- (1) 
000 
y[; ;] 8% [id 11 88: 
101 
0000 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0001 11011110 
0010 10100101 
0100 11011000 
0101 11011000 
1000 11100111 
1001 11000110 
1010 10100101 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 1 1 
1 0 1 0 0 
1 1 0 1 1 
1 1 0 1 1 
Fig. 1. The adjacency matrices A,, AZ, A,, and A4. 
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3. Bounds on channel capacity 
In this section we use the recursive definition of Ak to derive expressions for kth 
order channel capacities Ck and bounds on C. Since Shannon’s definition of capacity 
assumes block coding with arbitrarily large blocks (in our case, arbitrarily many 
generations of rewriting), an upper bound will be valid for all four cases of awareness 
as discussed in the introduction. On the other hand, when awareness entails a know- 
ledge of only the single previous generation, a lower bound on Ck may not be valid for 
any of the cases. 
3.1. A lower bound 
A lower bound on C can be found via the following theorem [2]: 
Theorem 2 (Collatz, Sinogowitz). Let d be the mean value of the valencies and 2 the 
greatest eigenvalue of a graph G. Then 12 4 where equality holds if and only if G is 
regular. 
Now the mean valency of a symmetric graph is the average row sum of its adjacency 
matrix. From Eq. (1) we know that the dimension of Ak satisfies the Fibonacci 
recurrence and hence is the Fibonacci numberf,,,. Let sk be the number of l’s in Ak, 
that is, sk = Ci,j(Ak)i,j. From Eq. (1) we know also that sk satisfies the recurrence 
Sk = Sk-1 + %k_2. Thus 
and the average row sum of Ak iS equal to sk/fk, so that k&* (1 + a)/(1 + fi). 
Invoking Theorem 2 we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. The capacity of read/write-isolated memory satisjies 
C = iirnm i log, Izk 
= log,(l + fi) - log,(l + $) 
= 0.509... 
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It should be noted that Theorem 2 applies to graphs with no self-loops, i.e. no 
diagonal l’s in the adjacency matrix. But subtractingf, from Sk would not change the 
capacity. Theorem 2 is actually a special case (corresponding to the trivial partition) of 
the interlacing theorem [2]: 
Theorem 4 (Sims). Let A be a real symmetric matrix. Given a partition into blocks of 
sizes ni > 0, consider the corresponding blocking A = (Aij) SO that Aij is an ni x nj block. 
Let eij be the sum of the entries in Aij and put B = (eij/ni) (i.e., the average row sum in 
Aij). Then the spectrum of B is contained within the segment between the smallest and 
largest eigenvalues of A. 
It seems inviting to use Theorem 4 in conjunction with the decomposition of Eq. (1) 
and indeed a single application improves the bound of Theorem 2 by a factor of about 
3. But this constant factor disappears in the capacity computation; what is needed for 
a real change is the compounded effect of an infinite sequence of factors. 
3.2. Upper bounds 
A simple graph with n vertices and m edges has eigenvalues L(l) > ... 2 n(n) 
satisfying 
A(I) + ... + n(n) = 0, J(l)2 + ... + A(n)” = 2m, 
so the largest (real) eigenvalue satisfies i(1) d J2m(l - l/n) [2, p. 2213. Consider 
the matrix A; = Ak - Ik, where I, is the fk x fk identity matrix. Ai is the adjacency 
matrix of a simple graph G’ having fk vertices and (Sk -fk)/2 edges, whose largest 
eigenvalue is L’(1) = & - 1. We can apply the formula above to obtain 
&=I+&<l+ &k -hc)(l - l/h)< 1 + &I 
thus 
Capacity Q lim k log, JX 
k+a, 
=,i@;log,(I+~)*;z 
=;log,(l+F) 
Theorem 5. C < 31og,((l + &)/2) = 0.6017... 
Once again it is tempting to improve the bound by making use of the recursive 
decomposition of Ak, but once again the result is disappointing. We use a bound on 
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the index of the union of two graphs with identical vertex sets, that is, the largest 
eigenvalue of the sum of their adjacency matrices [2, Theorem 2.1, p. 511. 
Theorem 6 (CouranttWeyl). IfB’ and B” are real symmetric matrices of order n, and if 
B = B’ + B”, then &(B) d &(B’) + &(B”). 
Theorem 7. ,&, < &, + 4A,_ 2 (where 4 = 1.618 .. . is the larger Fibonacci root). 
Proof. Decompose Ak as in Eq. (1) into the sum 
The largest eigenvalue of the first matrix is just Ak_ 1. The connected portion of the 
second matrix is the Kronecker (Cartesian) product of [y :] and A,_,, so its largest 
eigenvalue is the product of 4 and & _ 2. The inequality follows from Theorem 6. 0 
Corollary. 
c < log,(l + Ji-G$) - 1 = 0.9005... . 
The slack in this bound might have been anticipated from the case of j12 = 2.414 for 
which the bound would give 2 + 1.618... = 3.618... . 
An alternative recurrence for Ak, equivalent to Eq. (l), is given by 
Ak = [ii; :,’ ::I]. (2) 
Using this more complicated matrix recurrence, the recurrence for & becomes 
& < 2/1&z + 4&, _ 3, and the consequent bound on the capacity is 0.7787.. . , better 
than above, but still much worse than the previously derived bound of 0.6017 . . . . The 
accumulating slack introduced by successive union bounds is obviously detrimental. 
3.3. Numerical results 
Table 1 lists the matrix dimensionf k+z, the dominant eigenvalue &, and Ck/k = 
{log, Ak, capacity per symbol, as functions of memory size k. In this tabulation, 
although the numbers in the last column are not strictly decreasing, the odd-indexed 
sequence and the even-indexed sequence each does decrease, suggesting that the 
dominant-eigenvalue sequence might be approximated by a weighted sum of two 
exponentials, for example, 
2, A 1.25 x (1.451)k - 0.25 x( - 1.08)k. 
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Table 1 
1 2 2.OQOOOo 1 .oOOOOO 
2 3 2.414215 0.635771 
3 5 4.086133 0.676912 
4 8 5.345956 0.604612 
5 13 8.434573 0.615263 
6 21 11.510559 0.587481 
I 34 17.517792 0.590107 
8 55 24.487541 0.576747 
9 89 36.525244 0.576758 
10 144 51.788146 0.569455 
11 233 76.349987 0.568596 
12 311 109.182967 0.564217 
13 610 159.856988 0.563126 
14 987 229.181737 0.560297 
Such an approximation in turn suggests that Lk might satisfy a second-order 
ordinary linear difference equation, but we have no rationale for such a claim. If the 
approximation is valid, the limiting capacity would be about log, 1.451 = 0.537.. . bits 
per symbol. 
4. Conclusion and remarks 
Ck, the capacity per rewrite generation, was defined in terms of N(k, r), the number 
of legitimate sequences of r proper k-tuples. Since proper k-tuples cannot be freely 
concatenated to form nk-tuples, it follows that N(nk, r) d N(k, r)“, Cnk 6 nCk and 
C,,/nk d C,Jk. Therefore the tabulated values of CJk are upper bounds on 
C = lim k_ m C,/k, and the channel capacity of read/write-isolated memory must lie 
between 0.509 and 0.561. If in fact it is close to 0.509, the trivial rule “code only in 
alternate positions” gives a very efficient code. The simplicity of this coding rule would 
be remarkable in view of the apparent difficulty of devising an efficient practical code for 
write-inhibited memory obeying just the single restriction “no consecutive changes” [ 11. 
If we consider the case of realistic serial memories, like optical discs, there are two 
reasons why capacity is likely a loose upper bound on achievable code rates: First, as 
mentioned in the introduction, the definition of “capacity” contemplates encoding and 
decoding arbitrarily many write/read generations as a single message, whereas the 
practicalities of memory size and decoding delay prohibit such high orders of depend- 
ency. Second, even the rewriting and decoding from one memory configuration to the 
next is a spatially serial process in which dependencies used by the encoder and 
decoder are perforce local even within a single configuration. 
As mentioned above, code blocks cannot freely be concatenated without violating 
restrictions on consecutive 1’s. However. the values tabulated above can be used to 
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compute code rates asymptotically achievable under concatenation if the memory is 
partitioned into blocks and each block is buffered from its spatial successor by an idle 
position. Thus n copies of a code of dimension k and rate dJk can be concatenated with 
buffering to form a code of dimension nk and rate nd/[n(k + 1) - l] (asymptotically 
d/(k + 1)). This is precisely the construction of the rate i code from the case k = 1. 
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